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EQUALITIES AND HUMAN RIGHTS COMMITTEE 

CHILDREN (EQUAL PROTECTION FROM ASSAULT) (SCOTLAND) BILL 

SUBMISSION FROM DUNCAN S FERGUSON 

I am strongly opposed to this Bill for the following reasons: 

I see that the aim of the Bill, according to its title, is to protect children from assault. The 

dictionary definition of “assault” is “physical attack” and the dictionary definition of “attack” is 

“an aggressive and violent act against a person”. Children already have protection from 

“physically aggressive and violent acts” under existing laws so a new law is not required. 

In Scotland I believe the vast majority of parents are loving and caring. I do not believe 

physical chastisement by a typical parent can honestly be seen as a “physically aggressive 

and violent act”. Thus it appears that the the Bill contains emotive and inaccurate language. 

Normal physical chastisement has been a feature of happy families and well adjusted 

children for thousands of years. We now need to reverse the catastrophic social problems 

which are now all too obvious in the UK  in the 21st century, such as single parent families, 

teenage insolence, teenage violence, and teenage mental health problems. 

From all the available evidence from friends, colleagues, polls, and the media during my 

seventy plus years as a parent in Scotland, it appears that most adults were smacked when 

they were children and do not think they were assaulted or abused. 

I believe it is only a minuscule proportion of parents who would commit a ”physically  

aggressive and violent act” against their own children. This is because they love their 

children and are very concerned for their physical and mental wellbeing, much more so 

than is any public official. I feel it would be abhorrent and extremely alarming for members 

of the Scottish government to suggest otherwise, but that appears to be what they are 

doing. 

If children know that they will not be smacked by their parents for misbehaving, what 

deterrent remains when they repeatedly misbehave and make the lives of their parents, 

siblings, neighbours, and teachers a misery? If sent to their room, they may simply refuse to 

go or they may just relax in their room and listen to music or play computer games. These 

are ineffective deterrents. And if parents tell them they are not going to get pocket money 

next week, that kind of future threat does not work because several days later, after the 

child has been “sucking up” to the parents, the parents relent and give them their pocket 

money, so the youngster doesn't learn the vital lesson that antisocial behaviour is 

unacceptable. So how will distraught parents discipline cheeky, naughty, disobedient 

children?  Will they call the police or lock the children in the garden shed? 

The consequences of implementing this Bill will be very negative for parents, children, 

teachers, police and society. Parents will stop trying to regulate the behaviour of their 

children for fear of criminal conviction and will have to put up with insolent, disobedient, 
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aggressive children.  There will be an increase in mental health problems in parents and the 

NHS will need to employ more mental health practitioners. 

Children will have less respect for other children, adults, teachers, police and the law. When  

children become parents, they will be unable or unwilling to discipline their own children, 

and this will become worse in each succeeding generation, causing a downward spiral of 

anti-social behaviour and crime, which if allowed to continue, will lead eventually to collapse 

of law and order in the country. 

School teachers will find it increasingly difficult to maintain discipline and so pupils' 

education will suffer, teachers will resign in increasing numbers and there will be an 

increasing shortage of teachers, which if allowed to continue, will lead eventually to 

collapse of education.   

Police will be overloaded with trivial child abuse reports, and cases of real child abuse will 

be missed. 

Police will have to cope with increasing antisocial behaviour, causing officers to become 

overloaded, and causing the police profession to become unattractive. This will lead to 

increasing difficulty in recruiting police officers, increasing shortage of police officers, which 

if allowed to continue, will lead eventually to collapse of law and order. 

The number of adults with criminal records will soar, which in turn will cause overloading of 

police and courts. In addition it may cause collateral damage to the parents, such as loss of 

professional licences, loss of jobs, disentitlement to financial loans, and social stigma. 

For a country to be a true democracy, to which foreigners will want to migrate, parents have 

to be responsible for the upbringing and discipline of their own children. This Bill would take 

Scotland another step away from a true democracy and another step towards authoritarian 

state control such as seen in China, North Korea, Saudi Arabia. 

Everyone knows that children are not adults. Parents are held responsible for their 

children's nourishment, health, education, clothing, safety, and behaviour. If several 

policemen are allowed to wrestle an adult to the ground, twist his arms behind his back, and 

handcuff him, why are parents not allowed to spank their son who is behaving badly? 

Policemen and the parents have a similar responsibility and objective, which is to protect 

property and people. What should a parent do if their 10 year old son is being insolent 

frequently, and refuses to tidy his room or help with washing up?  If the Bill is withdrawn, the 

parent can give the son a few smacks on his backside or legs, which will have the desired 

effect of persuading him to be polite and obedient. However if the Bill is passed into law, the 

parent's only options are either to become a slave to their son, or lock him in the shed or 

phone the police. There is no doubt that involving the police will cause much more harm to 

the boy than will a smacking. And what about children who disregard parents' verbal 

warnings about danger? Should the parent call the police because their 8 year old son 

keeps playing the game of Chicken with his pals on a busy road, or should they just give 

him a few good smacks on the legs. 


